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ABSTRACT
få=çêÇÉê=íç=Åçãéäó=ïáíÜ=íÜÉ=içåÖ=qÉêã=O=båÜ~åÅÉÇ=pìêÑ~ÅÉ=t~íÉê=qêÉ~íãÉåí=oìäÉI=íÜÉ=mçêíä~åÇ=t~íÉê=_ìêÉ~ì=Ü~ë=ÄÉÖìå=íÜÉ
ÇÉëáÖå=çÑ=~=ONO=ãÖÇ=rs=ÇáëáåÑÉÅíáçå=Ñ~Åáäáíó=íç=~ÅÜáÉîÉ=íÜÉ=OJäçÖ=`êóéíçëéçêáÇáìã=áå~Åíáî~íáçå=êÉèìáêÉãÉåí=Ñçê=ìåÑáäíÉêÉÇ=ëìêÑ~ÅÉ
ï~íÉêëK==páåÅÉ=íÜÉ=_ìää=oìå=Ñ~Åáäáíó=ÇçÉë=åçí=Ü~îÉ=~=ÅäÉ~ê=ïÉää=éêáçê=íç=Éåíêó=áå=íÜÉ=ÇáëíêáÄìíáçå=ëóëíÉãI=~=ã~àçê=ÑçÅ~ä=éçáåí=çÑ=íÜÉ
Éî~äì~íáçå=ï~ë=íÜÉ=áëëìÉ=çÑ=ä~ãé=ÄêÉ~â~ÖÉ=~åÇ=éçíÉåíá~ä=ãÉêÅìêó=êÉäÉ~ëÉK==lÑ=íÜÉ=íÜêÉÉ=ÇÉëáÖåë=éêçéçëÉÇ=Äó=rs=ã~åìÑ~ÅíìêÉêëI
åçí=~=ëáåÖäÉ=êÉ~Åíçê=ï~ë=ÅçãéäÉíÉäó=î~äáÇ~íÉÇK=^ë=~=êÉëìäíI=íÜÉ=äÉîÉä=çÑ=êáëâ=~ëëçÅá~íÉÇ=ïáíÜ=íÜÉ=î~äáÇ~íáçå=ëí~íìë=çÑ=É~ÅÜ=ÇÉëáÖå
ï~ë= ~äëç= ~= âÉó= ~ëéÉÅí= çÑ= íÜÉ= Éî~äì~íáçåK= = `~êÉÑìä= ~ëëÉëëãÉåí= çÑ= íÜÉ= ÄÉåÉÑáíë= çÑ= É~ÅÜ= ÇÉëáÖå= ~åÇ= íÜÉ= ~ëëçÅá~íÉÇ= êáëâë= ï~ë
é~ê~ãçìåí=áå=çêÇÉê=íç=áÇÉåíáÑó=íÜÉ=ÄÉëí=ëìáíÉÇ=ÉèìáéãÉåí=Ñçê=íÜÉ=_ìää=oìå=rs=ÇáëáåÑÉÅíáçå=Ñ~ÅáäáíóI=ïÜáÅÜ=ï~ë=åçí=çåäó=~ííê~ÅíáîÉ
Ñêçã=~=Ñáå~åÅá~ä=éÉêëéÉÅíáîÉI=Äìí=~äëç=ïçìäÇ=ë~ÑÉäó=~åÇ=êÉäá~Ääó=éêçîáÇÉ=íÜÉ=êÉèìáêÉÇ=ÇáëáåÑÉÅíáçå=íç=éêçíÉÅí=íÜÉ=éìÄäáÅ=ÜÉ~äíÜK
hÉó=ïçêÇëW=aÉëáÖåI=ÇáëáåÑÉÅíáçåI=ãÉêÅìêóI=ìäíê~îáçäÉíI=rsI=î~äáÇ~íáçå

INTRODUCTION
The primary source of water for the City of Portland (City)
is the 102 square miles of the Bull Run watershed, located
approximately 22 miles east of Portland in the Mount Hood
National Forest. The federally owned and protected
watershed is managed by the U.S. Forest Service in
cooperation with the City. The City has two dam structures
within the watershed, Dam 1 and Dam 2, which create two
water reservoirs with a combined storage capacity of 16.5
billion gallons. This water is transported from the lower
dam (Dam 2) to the Portland metropolitan area via three
large-diameter pipelines: Conduits 2, 3, and 4.
At the present time, the excellent quality and protection of
the Bull Run water source have allowed the Portland Water
Bureau (PWB) to meet the filtration avoidance criteria of the
Surface Water Treatment Rule, as determined by the
Oregon Department of Human Services, Public Health
Division, Drinking Water Program. Treatment of the Bull
Run water consists of coarse screening, followed by the
addition of chlorine for disinfection as the water enters the
three conduits. The amount of chlorine added is carefully
controlled by operations staff, so that a 4-log inactivation of
viruses and a 3-log inactivation of Giardia criteria are met.
Ten miles downstream of the entrance to the conduits
ammonia is added to the water to form chloramines, which
allows a disinfectant residual to be maintained throughout
the distribution system.
In 2006, the United States Environmental Protection
Agency finalized the Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water
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Treatment Rule (LT2), which formalized the treatment
requirements for Cryptosporidium for public water systems
using surface water or ground water that is under the direct
influence of surface water. Under this rule, the EPA requires
the City to provide additional treatment to the Bull Run
source water.
Portland has a unique, protected water system with a
demonstrably low concentration of Cryptosporidium in the
water.
Water monitoring results have shown zero
Cryptosporidium oocysts in more than 8 years of sampling
and testing. PWB is simultaneously seeking alternative and
conventional compliance solutions, in its efforts to meet the
requirements of the LT2 rule. For alternative compliance,
PWB is seeking a variance to the LT2 rule. The variance
request will attempt to show that, because of the nature of
the raw Bull Run water source, treatment for
Cryptosporidium is not necessary for public health
protection. If the variance request is denied, then the PWB
will construct UV disinfection facilities.
For its conventional compliance solution, PWB has chosen
ultraviolet (UV) light disinfection treatment. Since there is
not sufficient time to design and construct a UV facility
between when a variance decision is expected (late 2011)
and the LT2 treatment deadline (April 1, 2014), the
Portland City Council has directed the PWB to design the
UV system in parallel with the development of the variance
application. Specifically, the UV system is being designed to
provide Cryptosporidium inactivation as required under the
LT2 rule.
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Figure 1: Bull Run Treatment Facilities at Headworks

The design of the UV disinfection system necessitated
adjustment of other elements of the existing treatment
facilities. Enhancements associated with the UV (UVB)
treatment facility include the addition of an operations
building (OPS), improvements to chlorination facilities
(CLB) and creation of maintenance facilities (MNT). cáÖìêÉ
N shows the layout of the Bull Run Treatment facilities.
UV System Design Criteria
PWB decided to pre-select the UV disinfection system prior
to the onset of the UV facility design so the location,
building and associated facilities (controls, communications
and backup power) could be based on the specific
requirements of the selected reactor. Black & Veatch and
Carollo Engineers supported the pre-selection activities,
providing technical assistance for the development of the
procurement documents, review of UV design proposals
and selection of the UV equipment.
The Bull Run Treatment Facility does not include a clear well,
thus special attention was paid to the issue of potential lamp
breaks in operating UV reactors and subsequent mercury
release into the distribution system. PWB requested UV
system designs were to be based on two general design
approaches. The first approach was the common header
design, where influent to the UV facility was combined into
a common source from the three conduits prior to
distribution to the UV reactors, and then redistributed to the
conduits following disinfection. An additional UV reactor
would be provided for redundancy, so the UV facility could

operate at 100 percent capacity with one reactor out of
service. In the event of a lamp break within a single reactor,
the mercury released into the water could contaminate the
effluent entering each conduit, potentially resulting in the
need to shut down and isolate all conduits in the event that
the mercury concentration surpassed the maximum
contaminant level (MCL) of 0.002 mg/L. An example layout
of the common header design approach is presented in
cáÖìêÉ=O.

Figure 2: Common Header Design Approach

In order to avoid a catastrophic event requiring the shutting
down of the entire UV facility, the second design approach
incorporated a separate conduit design, where the flow
from each conduit was disinfected by its own set of UV
reactors. This approach resulted in the design of three
smaller, separate UV systems, with a single redundant
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reactor shared between the three conduits. This design
allowed for the shut down and isolation of a single conduit
should a UV reactor have a lamp break event, thus avoiding
contamination of the other conduits. An example layout of
the separate conduit design approach is presented in
cáÖìêÉ=P.
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prior to shipment to the Bull Run facility. For both the
combined header and individual conduit design options,
UV systems were required to be sized to provide a 3-log
inactivation of Cryptosporidium, with expansion capacity to
provide 3.5-log inactivation in the future. UV system sizing
requirements included a 20% safety factor applied to the
required dose to act as an operating buffer for UV system,
resulting in a target validated UV dose requirement of 14.4
mJ/cm2, expandable to 18.0 mJ/cm2.
For the combined header approach, the UV system was
required to provide the target UV dose at all of the monthly
flow and UVT conditions presented in q~ÄäÉ=N.
Table 1: Flows and UVTs for Common Header Design
Approach
Month

Figure 3: Individual Conduit Design Approach

In an effort to avoid design limitations and allow
manufacturers added flexibility to optimize the reactor
design for the Bull Run facility, UV manufacturers were
allowed to propose designs based on either pre-validated
or non-validated reactors. Reactors would need to be
validated and approved to support the UV system sizing

January
February
March
April
May
June

Flow Rate

UVT

(mgd)

(%)

96
99
94
102
161
170

83
83
84
84
85
86

Month
July
August
September
October
November
December

Providing UV Reactor Validation
Microbial Support Worldwide
Advancing quality standards beyond industry expectations.
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(mgd)

(%)

186
170
146
119
107
102

85
88
85
80
79
79

A UVT of 82 percent was selected as the design
requirement for the individual conduit approach at the flow
rates presented in q~ÄäÉ=O.

Dedicated to providing
accurate & innovative analytical services.

gaplab.com

Flow Rate UVT
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Table 2: Flows and UVTs for Common Header
Design Approach
Conduit
Conduit 2
Conduit 3
Conduit 4

Flow Rate

UVT

(mgd)

(%))

52
67
94

82
82
82

In addition to the capital cost for the UV equipment, UV
manufacturers were required to provide power
consumption guarantees for their designs, which will be
confirmed during the performance testing of the selected
UV system prior to final approval. The power guarantees
provided by the manufacturers were based on providing
the design target dose of 14.4 mJ/cm2 to achieve a 3-log
inactivation of Cryptosporidium (plus 20 percent DVAL
operating safety factor) at the average quarterly flow rates
and UVTs for both the common header and individual
conduit design approaches.
PWB identified a list of criteria that would be used to
evaluate each UV design proposal in addition to the capital
and O&M present worth costs. UV manufacturers were
required to fill out a questionnaire that addressed UV
manufacturer experience and qualifications; Diversity; UV
reactor validation and design; Service and support;
Disinfection capacity and turndown; Reactor expansion
capacity; UV system operation, interaction and flexibility;
Off-specification avoidance and monitoring; Mercury
release concerns and lamp break monitoring; Hydraulic
considerations; and Reactor maintenance and cleaning
system operation
UV Equipment Proposal Evaluation
Information provided by UV manufacturers in the
questionnaires, along with capital and O&M present worth
costs were used to evaluate and score each UV system
proposal by the PWB evaluation committee in June of 2010.
A total of three UV manufacturers provided proposals for the
Bull Run UV facility. Manufacturer C provided two designs
for each approach, including a base design requiring off-line
chemical cleaning and an alternate design with an on-line
mechanical/chemical cleaning system. The proposed UV
system design details are presented in q~ÄäÉ= P for the
combined header design approach and in q~ÄäÉ=Q for the
individual conduit design approach.
In addition to the capital and O&M present worth costs,
two evaluation criteria had a critical impact on the UV
selection process. Of the three manufactures that provided
proposals, not a single reactor was completely validated.
As a result, special attention was required in order to assess
the level of risk associated with the validation status for
each individual UV system design. The potential impact of
lamp break events was also a critical criterion, as the result
of this evaluation would determine if the common header
or individual conduit design approach was more
appropriate for each UV reactor in order to better address
the concerns associated with mercury release.
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Table 3: Proposed UV System Designs for Combined
Header Design Approach
Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer
A
B
C
Lamp Technology
# of Reactors
(w/ redundant)
Flange Diameter (in)
# of Lamps
per Reactor
Total #. of
Lamp/Sleeves
Total # of Ballasts

MP

LPHO

LPHO

5
48

5
48

6
48

9

132

40

45
45

660
330

240
120

55
OCC3
not validated

30
OCC1 or OMCC2
not validated

Total # of Sensors
45
Cleaning System Type OMC1
Validation Status
incomplete

2
OMC:
On-line
mechanical
cleaning;
OMCC:
On-line
3
mechanical/chemical cleaning; OCC: Off-line chemical cleaning
1

UV Reactor Validation Status
Manufacturers A, B and C proposed UV system designs
based on UV reactors that were varied in validation status,
ranging between preliminary performance models based on
incomplete validation results to non-validated reactors
employing new lamp and ballast technologies. Although a
final, complete validation report was not available for any of
the UV manufacturers, the uncertainty associated with the
sizing of these systems was unique to each design.
Manufacturer A provided a draft validation report, however,
during the evaluation it was determined that the upper
validated flow rate limit was slightly below the required flow
rate per train for a design having four duty reactors.
Additional validation work on the proposed UV system had
already been planned by the manufacturer with additional
test points easily added to extend the validation envelope
and address this shortcoming for the Bull Run design. The
risk associated with the slight extrapolation of the current
data set to predict the performance of the Bull Run UV
facility was considered to be minimal especially since the
existing models were based on a robust set of biodosimetry
results.
The UV reactor proposed by Manufacturer B had not been
validated. The UV reactors proposed for the Bull Run UV
Facility ranged between 11 to 14 banks of lamps per
reactor, with the design proposed for Bull Run based on the
validated models of a 7-bank reactor. This reactor along
with several similar reactors had been validated by the UV
manufacturer in the past, all using the same lamp, ballast,
sensor and sleeve technologies and having the same wetted
dimensions as the proposed design with respect to lamp
and sensor placement in the reactor body. Evaluation of
prior validation data supported that extrapolation of the
sizing equations developed from the 7-bank reactor
validation would likely provide a reliable prediction of
disinfection performance for the Bull Run designs with low
risk.
Manufacturer C also proposed UV reactor designs that were
based on a non-validated UV reactor. However, the risk
associated with these designs was identified to be
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substantially greater than that associated with Manufacturer
B. While a similar reactor geometry had been previously
validated, the designs proposed for Bull Run included
reactors with brand new lamp and ballast technologies, that
had never before undergone validation. In addition, the
lamps and ballasts used in the proposed reactor had no
track record, as they were not installed in any other
operating UV facilities. As a result, the reliability of these
components could not be assessed.
An important aspect of evaluating the risk associated with
designs based on non-validated UV reactors is to determine
what options are available should the performance obtained
during validation fall short of the predicted performance
used for UV reactor sizing. The first issue that must be
determined is the margin of safety that is available in the
current design, as is presented in q~ÄäÉ= R for both design
approaches. Second, options need to be identified as to
how the proposed UV system design can be modified
should the margin of safety not be able to adequately
compensate for the reduction in the validated disinfection
capacity.
Table 5: Design Margin of Safety for 3-Log
Inactivation of Cryptosporidium
Design Approach

Manufacturer
A
Common Header
1.65
Individual Conduit 1.05 – 1.63

Manufacturer Manufacturer
B
C
1.09
1.11
1.03 -1.04
0.99 -1.06
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The design margin of safety in q~ÄäÉ=R is a measurement of
the excess treatment capacity that is available in a UV system
design with a value of 1.00 representing a UV system with
no additional treatment capacity, and a value greater than
1.00 demonstrating excess treatment capacity. The margin
of safety for the design proposed by Manufacturer B was
1.09 for the combined header design approach, but was
lower for the individual conduit design approach, ranging
between 1.03 and 1.04. If the design margin of safety is not
adequate to compensate for any reduction in the validated
disinfection capacity, additional rows can be added to each
reactor. From a design perspective, this approach is highly
favorable since it will have a minimum impact on the UV facility
design, as additional treatment trains will not be required.
The design margin of safety of 1.11 for Manufacturer C was
slightly higher for the combined header design approach as
compared to Manufacturer B. However, the margin for the
individual conduit design approach was slim, ranging
between 0.99 and 1.06, supporting that there is little, if any,
room for error in the sizing of the UV reactors. If the design
margin of safety is not adequate to compensate for any
reduction in validated disinfection capacity, the ability to
expand the existing UV reactors is restricted, as these
reactors are limited to a maximum of 40 lamps per reactor.
Therefore, if added disinfection capacity is required, it may
need to be obtained through the installation of an additional
treatment train.
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In the event of a lamp break, the mass of mercury released
Lamp Break and Mercury Release
by a UV lamp in the gas phase can be estimated using the
Although lamp breaks in operating UV reactors are rare
Ideal Gas Law (WRF 2010). The transport of mercury
events, the lack of a clear well at the Bull Run treatment
downstream from the breakage event was modeled using
facility required an in depth
evaluation of the potential
mercury concentrations that
could exist in the conduits
following
a
lamp
break.
Amalgam LPHO lamps, such as
those used by Manufacturers B
and C, typically contain between
40 and 150 mg of mercury,
usually present as a solid indiummercury amalgam attached to
the inside surface of the lamp
envelope. In contrast, MP lamps,
like those used by Manufacturer
A, typically contain between 200
and 2,000 mg of mercury. When
a lamp breaks, mercury in the
liquid and amalgam phase is
expected to settle to the bottom of
the reactor because mercury has a
high density (13.534 g/mL).
However, vapor phase mercury is Figure 5: Predicted Mercury Dispersion following a Single LPHO Lamp Break – Manufacturer B and C
expected to disperse into the water
passing through the reactor.
the one-dimensional Advective Dispersive Equation (ADE).
With the ADE, it is assumed that the released mercury is
The amount of mercury in the vapor phase depends on the
quickly dissipated uniformly across the pipe cross section,
lamp type. With an operating MP lamp, most if not all of the
and the dispersion caused by bends, valves, Tees, and other
mercury should be in the vapor phase because the lamp
pipe fittings is not accounted for. However, those affects are
operates at a high temperature (600 to 800 °C). On the
expected to be small with long lengths of straight pipe
other hand, with an operating amalgam LPHO lamp, only a
associated with the Bull Run conduits. Predictions of
small fraction of the total mercury will be in the vapor phase
mercury concentrations as a function of time at various
because the lamps operate at a lower temperatures and
locations downstream of the reactor following the breakage
vapor pressures.
of a single lamp are presented in cáÖìêÉë= Q= ~åÇ= R. The
model assumed a flow of 94
mgd enters a single 60-inch
conduit. The model predicts a
bell-shaped
mercury
concentration profile as a
function of time. The peak of the
concentration profile decreases
as the mercury is dispersed
during its travel down the
conduit.

Figure 4: Predicted Mercury Dispersion following a Single MP Lamp Break – Manufacturer A

A single LPHO lamp break in the
UV reactors proposed by
Manufacturers B and C results in
a maximum mercury concentration directly downstream of
the reactor that is well below the
detection limit of EPA methods
245.1 and 245.2 (0.2 µg/L), and
greater than two orders of
magnitude below the mercury
MCL (2 µg/L). After traveling
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approximately 7,000 feet downstream of the reactors, the
increased dispersion results in a mercury concentration that
is less than expected background concentration of 0.001
µg/L for the Bull Run supply. These results support that
multiple LPHO lamp breaks could occur simultaneously with
concentrations remaining well below the MCL and
detection limit.
A single MP lamp break in the UV reactor proposed by
Manufacturer A results in a dramatically higher
concentration directly downstream of the reactor
immediately following the break, which is two orders of
magnitude greater than the mercury MCL. Furthermore,
after traveling 100,000 feet (approximately 19 miles), the
mercury concentration would still be expected to be in
excess of the MCL.
Cost Evaluation
The capital costs developed for each UV system design
consisted of UV equipment costs provided by each
manufacturer and estimates of building costs; valves, piping
and flow meters; equipment installation; and electrical
requirements. Annual operation and maintenance (O&M)
cost calculations for each UV system design incorporated
the power guarantees provided by each manufacturer for
the average quarterly flow rates and UVTs, along with the
guaranteed lifetimes and replacement costs for reactor
consumables, calibration services and typical maintenance
requirements. Calculations assumed continuous UV system
operation for 8,760 hours per year and an energy cost of
$0.07 per kilowatt-hour. O&M present worth was
calculated based on a 20-year lifetime and interest rate of 3
percent. Present worth O&M costs were added to the
capital cost for each design to determine the total present
worth cost for each UV facility, presented in cáÖìêÉ=S.

Figure 6: UV Facility Total Present Worth Costs (Million $USD)
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CONCLUSIONS
The high mercury concentrations and predicted dispersion
characteristics of the UV reactor designs proposed by
Manufacturer A support that the individual conduit design
approach is more appropriate for reactors with MP lamps.
In the event of a lamp break, an individual conduit can be
isolated and treated to remove the mercury contamination
without impacting the operation of the other conduits. The
mercury dispersion characteristics associated with the
designs from Manufacturers B and C support that a
common header design approach is a viable option for
reactors with LPHO lamps due to the low levels of mercury
that would be associated with single and multiple lamp
breaks. Consequently, the total present worth cost for the
UV facility for Manufacturer A based on the individual
conduit design approach is $1.3 million (15 percent) higher
than the most expensive LPHO design option based on the
combined header design approach (Manufacturer B).
Although the UV system selection included scoring of nonfinancial evaluation criteria, the elevated costs associated
with the individual conduit design approach were too great
for Manufacturer A to overcome with scoring from other
categories.
A maximum difference of $280,000 (3.5%) separated the
UV facility present worth cost for Manufacturers B and C
(base bid, no wipers) for the common header design
approach. The risk associated with the non-validated status
of the reactor proposed by Manufacturer B was concluded
to be low because of the validation history of similar
reactors, ability to add additional rows should the validated
performance fall short of the design requirements, and
existing field experience with identical components in
operating UV facilities. The risk associated with the UV
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reactor proposed by Manufacturer
C was concluded to be much
greater, not only because UV
reactors employing similar lamp and
ballast technologies had not been
validated,
but
also
these
components did not have an
established
track
record
to
determine their reliability. Although
the common header based design
had some margin of safety, any
added disinfection capacity would
have to be acquired through the
installation of additional reactors
should the validation results not
support the UV system sizing.
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Figure 1: Early Artist Rendition of the Bull Run UV facility (final design will only have 5 UV reactors)

UV Manufacturer B, ITT Wedeco,
was selected by the PWB evaluation
committee to supply the UV reactors for the Bull Run UV
facility (cáÖìêÉ=T). The detailed design of the Bull Run UV
disinfection facility is currently underway and incorporates
common influent and effluent headers shared by all
conduits. The UV reactor, model K143 12/11(13),
consisting of 11 banks of 12 lamps (expandable to 13
banks) will be validated in the spring of 2011 at the
Portland, OR UV Validation Facility.
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